A deterministic technique is developed for generating rules which can optimally classify patterns (for example, in 3D object recognition) in terms of the bounds on unary (single part) and binary (part relation) features which constitute different types of patterns. This technique, termed Conditional Rule Generation (CRG), was developed to take into account the label-compatibilities which should occur between unary and binary rules in their very generation, a condition which is generally not guaranteed in well-known rule generation and machine learning techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, pattern recognition has been concerned with two problems: pattern encoding and the generation of decision rules for pattern classification. Patterns are typically encoded as vectors of characteristic features which are chosen to optimize representational uniqueness of patterns belonging to different classes and to preserve uniqueness under specific feature transformations. Pattern classification is then achieved by partitioning feature space into regions associated with different pattern classes. Classification rules should minimize miscl~issification while, at the same time, maximizing the simplicity of feature space partitions in order to improve the probability of correct classification of new, unseen samples.
It goes without saying that traditional pattern recognition has been quite successful for simple isolated patterns. However, as pattern complexity increases, as is, for example, the case in 3D object recognition, traditional methods become increasingly unsuccessful. This can be attributed to a number of reasons. Descriptions of complex patterns in terms of features characterizing the whole pattern are often inadequate to encode the variability of class samples. Typically, patterns are best described as being composed of constituent parts and so pattern descriptions involve enumeration of both part (unary) features, and relationships between parts (binary features), tl~ In 3D object recognition, for example, an object may be described by features characterizing surface parts (unary features) such as average curvatures or mean boundary length, § Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. and by features describing part relations (binary features), such as centroid distance or normal angle differences.
Mapping such structural descriptions onto simple feature vectors as is required in traditional pattern recognition approaches, leads to several problems. First, and foremost, is the label-compatibility problem: two patterns may be identical with respect to all unary and binary features (attributes) yet be structurally different, i.e. they differ with respect to the occurrence of specific labeled parts and their relationships. Second, and this is typical in 3D object recognition, patterns of different classes may share common feature states and, in general, there can be as much within-class sample variation as there is between classes, leading to poor class discrimination performance. Third, uniform treatment of pattern descriptors as feature-value tuples ignores the problem of representational adequacy and consistency for predicates of different arity.
Some of these problems have been dealt with in recent evidence-based recognition systems (EBS) that encode patterns as "rules" defined by region (volume) bounds in unary and binary feature spaces which are derived to optimally "evidence" different patterns or classes by "evidence" weights. Such weights are typically derived from the relative frequencies of different classes per region ~2~ or, more recently, by minimum entropy and neural network techniques. ~3~ In either case, the problem of generating rules subject to labelcompatibility constraints was not considered. Indeed, the authors know of no technique, from the EBS perspective, which generate rules satisfying label-compatibility constraints.
The simplest representation for patterns which takes into account the label-compatibility of unary and bi-690 W.F. BISCHOF and T. CAELLI nary features is a labeled graph. From this, standard graph matching techniques can then be used to solve the recognition problem. A sample pattern structure (for example, new data for classification) is matched to a model structure by searching for a label assignment that maximizes some objective similarity function. Pattern classes are represented by sets of instances and classification is thus achieved by searching through all model graphs to determine the best match (see references (4-7)).
In the following sections we focus on the development of a new technique, termed Conditional Rule Generation (CRG) which generates a tree of conditional rules for learning structural descriptions of patterns involving generalizations of training sample unary and binary attributes. The proposed approach can be characterized as follows:
(1) Rule conditions are generated as clusters in unary and binary feature spaces.
(2) Unification of pattern classes is achieved via conditional clustering of uniquely discriminable subgraphs.
(3) Deterministic classification rules are generated through controlled decision tree expansion and cluster refinement.
CONDITIONAL RULE GENERATION

Cluster tree oeneration
In the following, we present the conditional clustering technique, first in an informal way, and then we present the algorithm. Classification of a set of classes (in vision, 2D patterns or 3D objects) is learned in nonincremental batch mode. Each object is composed of a number of parts (pattern components). Each part Pi, i = 1 ..... N is described by a set of unary features u(pl), and pairs of parts (p~, p j) belonging to the same sample (but not necessarily all possible pairs) are described by a set of binary features b(pi, p j). Below, S(pi) denotes the sample (in 3D object recognition, a "view") a part Pl belongs to, C(pi) denotes the class S(pi) belongs to, and H(i) refers to the information, or cluster entropy statistic of cluster i
where q~ defines the probability of elements of cluster i belonging to classj.
We start constructing a unary feature space for all parts U = {u(p3, i= 1 ..... N} and cluster this feature space into clusters U~. Clusters that are unique with respect to class membership (with entropy H = 0) provide a simple classification rule for some patterns (e.g. U3 in Fig. 1 ). Each non-unique cluster U~ is further analyzed with respect to binary features by constructing the (conditional) binary feature space UB~ = {b(p,, P,)l u(p,)~U~ and S(p,)=S(ps)}. This feature space is clustered with respect to binary features into clusters UB o. Again, clusters that are unique with respect to class membership provide classification rules for some objects (e.g. UB 11 in Fig. 1 ). Each non-unique cluster UB~ is then analyzed with respect to unary features of the second part and the resulting feature space Learning structural descriptions of patterns 691 {u(ps) Ib(p,, Ps)~ UBo} is clustered into clusters UBUij k. Again, unique clusters provide class classification rules for some objects (e.g. UBU~21 in Fig. 1 ), the other clusters have to be further analyzed, either by repeated conditional clustering involving additional parts at levels UBUB, UBUBU, etc. or through cluster refinement, as described later.
In this implementation of CRG, clustering in each feature space, both initially and for cluster refinement, is achieved by using a simple splitting-based procedure, similar to those used in decision trees.
The basic structure of the cluster-tree generation algorithm is shown in Table 1 . Cluster trees are generated in a depth-first manner up to a maximum level of expansion and clusters that remain unresolved at that level are split in a way described in the following section. It should be noted that, in this implementation, we have assumed symmetry in conditional rule structures. That is, activation of UBU rules could involve any ordering of triples.
Cluster refinement
All non-unique (unresolved) clusters remaining at a given level of the cluster tree generation (e.g. clusters UBU212, UBUzla, and UBU232 in Fig. 1 ) have to be analyzed further to construct unique decision rules. One way of doing this is by further expanding the cluster tree, analyzing unary and binary attributes of additional parts to generate rules of the form "UBUBUB...'. However, from the original clustering ranges this may never give completely "resolved" branches in the cluster tree. Alternatively, the clusters in the tree can be refined or broken into smaller, more discriminating feature bounds or rules as described below. Both approaches have their respective disadvantages. Cluster refinement leads to an increasingly complex feature-space partitioning and thus may reduce the generality of classification rules. Cluster tree expansion, on the other hand, successively reduces the possibility of classifying objects from partial views or partial data. In the end, a compromise has to be established between both approaches.
In cluster refinement, two issues must be addressed, the method used for cluster refinement and the level at which cluster refinement is performed. Consider the cluster tree shown in Fig. 1 with non-unique clusters UBU212, UBU213 and UBU232. One way to refine clusters (e.g. cluster UBU232) is to recluster the associated feature space (UBU23) into a larger number of clusters. However, classification rules associated with sibling clusters (UBU231 and UBU233) are lost and have to be recomputed. Alternatively, given that each cluster is bounded by a hyper-rectangle in feature space, refinement of a cluster can be achieved by splitting this rectangle along some optimal boundary. This ensures that sibling clusters remain unaffected.
Consider splitting the elements of an unresolved cluster C along a (unary or binary) feature dimension F. The elements of C are first sorted by their feature value f(c), and then all possible cut points T midway between successive feature values in the sorted sequence are evaluated. For each cut point T, the elements of C are partitioned into two sets, P1 = {clf(c) <_ T} with n 1 elements and P2 = {clf(c) > T} with n 2 elements. We define the partition entropy He(T ) as
Hp( T) = n 1 H(P1) + n 2 H(P2).
The cut point T F that minimizes He(Tv) is considered the best point for splitting cluster C along feature dimension F (see also reference (8)). The best split of cluster C is considered the one along the feature dimension F that minimizes T r.
Rather than splitting an unresolved leaf cluster CL (e.g. UBU232 in Fig. 1 ), one can split any cluster C~ in the parent chain of CL (in this case, UB23 or U 2 in Fig. 1 ). The cluster C~ that minimizes T F is considered the optimal level for refining the cluster tree. Clusters above CL may contain elements of classes other than those that are unresolved in CL. However, in computing H e for those clusters, we consider only elements of classes that are unresolved in C L.
Rule orderin9
Once the cluster tree has been completely resolved, the tree is reordered in such a way that the effort for sequential evaluation of rules associated with the leaf clusters is minimized. We let n, be a cluster conditional on a cluster n, and let pa~ be the conditional probability prob(paths from nil paths in n). It should be remembered that such probabilities are determined from the fact that CRG may generate many rules for each class and that different rule paths can share common clusters in a given feature space but that the rule path is critical in defining a pattern. We then let ci be the cost of evaluating the rules under the cluster tree ni. The cost of evaluating a leaf cluster is proportional to the number of feature dimensions, and the expected cost of evaluating n is
The expected cost c is minimal if the clusters ni are sorted such that cdpa~ < c~+ ~/pai+ 1. Note that this is strictly correct only for disjoint clusters. For nondisjoint clusters the cost c is somewhat lower and more complex to evaluate, but this approximation is adequate given that most clusters in the conditionalcluster tree generation are disjoint. Disjoint clusters are guaranteed when splitti0g (refinement) alone is used as opposed to a combination of agglomeration clustering and splitting. Furthermore, in almost all cases CRG has produced more compact rules (in the sense described below) when splitting alone was used.
TESTS ON THE CRG TECHNIQUE
The CRG method is illustrated here with two different pattern classification problems of increasing complexity.
The first example involves a small number of parts and objects and are used to illustrate different aspects of the CRG method. The second is more typical of 3D object recognition problems, involving many objects per class, a substantial intra-class variation of both unary and binary features, and each sample not incorporating all aspects of the class--analogous to an object view only encoding part of the object.
The first example, shown in Fig. 2 , consists of four classes with four examples ("views") each. Each example consists of two parts (lines) and is described by the unary features "line length" and "orientation", and the binary features "distance between line centers" and "intersection angle". CRG was run on this example (without feature ordering) with maximum rule length (maxlevel in Fig. 3 ) set to 1 (U), 2 (UB) and 3 (UBU). The cluster trees produced for each condition are shown in Fig. 3 . A summary of the rules produced for each condition is given in Table 2 . The following measures are used to describe the rules: number of rules (number of leaves in the cluster tree), average number of paths per rule where "path" is used as described in Section 2.1, and the average feature space volume V per rule where V is an indicator for rule generality with V= 0 for rules covering a single case. As can be seen both from Fig. 3 and Table 2 , bounds on features can be increased with increasing rule length, without affecting rule uniqueness. Fig. 3 . Conditional clustering solutions three different maximum rule lengths (maxlevel = 1, 2, or 3). Unary feature axes correspond to length (abscissa) and orientation (ordinate). Binary feature axes correspond to distance between line centers (abscissa) and intersection angles (ordinate). Regions correspond to rules in each of the 6 conditional feature spaces and arrows point from an unresolved cluster to the conditional feature space. The second example, shown in Fig. 4 , consists of 5 classes with 4 "views" (examples) each consisting of 5-10 parts with a total of 143 parts. Parts are described by the unary features "number of corners" and "perimeter", and by the binary features "centroid distance" and "sum of distances between corners". Note that, in this example, all classes share parts with the same unary features, and hence discrimination between classes relies mostly on binary features. A summary of the rule produced by CRG (without feature ordering) is shown in Table 3 , for maximum rule lengths of 5 (UBUBU), 7 (UBUBUBU) and 9 (UBUBUBUBU). A majority of rules are of even length, i.e. of the form "...UB", reflecting the fact that class discrimination relies mostly on binary features. Again, as with example 2, rule generality, as measured by the average feature space volume per rule, increases with increasing length of the rules.
Like any evidenced-based system, the rules generated by CRG will classify new patterns or pattern fragments, provided that they are sufficiently similar to patterns presented during training and contain enough parts to instantiate rules. Here we investigate the use of cluster trees and associated classification rules with partial rule instantiation. A rule of length m (for example, a UBUBU-rule with m = 5) is said to be partially instantiated by any shorter (l < m) sequence of unary and binary features (for example, a UBU-sequence with l = 3). From the cluster tree shown in Fig. 1 it is clear that a partial instantiation of rules (for example, to the UB-level) cannot only lead to unique classification of certain pattern fragments (for example, those matched by the rules associated with U3 or UB11) but may also reduce classification uncertainty for other pattern fragments (for example, those matched by the rule associated with UB23 ). This is further illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows the expected classification performance for different lengths of sequences of unary and binary features for the two examples presented in this section. Expected classifi- P(C) ) for partial data for four different classification problems. "Sequence length" refers to the length of the "UBU..'" sequence used for classification. The maximum lengths were 3 for lines ( Fig. 2) , 5 for CP5, 7 for CP7 and 9 for CP9 (complex patterns (CP) in Fig. 4 ).
cation performance corresponds to the proportion of correctly classified sequences of a given length, computed over the complete set of training samples. As can be seen from Fig. 5 , expected classification performance reaches moderate levels even for relatively short sequences. This then makes it feasible to use partial rule instantiations for pattern classification, as is discussed below. At runtime, a sequence of unary and binary features of a path through a test pattern is classified by a breadth-first search through the conditional cluster tree. At each node, the next feature of the "UBU..." sequence is tested against the feature bounds of the node. The search stops when a (resolved) leaf of the cluster tree has been reached, or when the full length of the test path has been tested. In the former case, classification of the test path is unambiguous; in the latter case, several branches of the cluster tree may have been instantiated. In this case, the classification vector with the lowest entropy is taken as the best classifier. Figure 6 shows best classification performance (defined by minimum entropy of the classification vectors over all paths) for a selection of partial and distorted patterns from example 2 (see Fig. 4 ). Here, the classification vectors correspond to the least ambiguous interpretation of the data with respect to what was learned by CRG and what evidence was available from the data. In each case, we have identified the class "view" from which the sample was most likely to come from. We have deliberately chosen difficult samples to illustrate the power of CRC in dealing with partial and distorted data. This is not to imply that CRG is not capable of being successful at such levels of difficulty. From Fig. 6 , we have shown that it can learn to "structurally describe" each class perfectly--given the appropriate trade-off between rule length and generalization in the various feature spaces. Rather, we have endeavored to construct quite difficult data to demonstrate how the system works under limited data conditions. It is also important to note that, in this example, binary rules appear to be more discriminating. This is due to two reasons: first, the discrete nature of the unary features such as "number of corners'; and second, the fact that most samples had similar parts and that classes thus were more easily defined by the relative positions of these parts.
DISCUSSION
Since CRG develops structural descriptions of patterns in the form of decision trees (see Fig. 1 ) on attribute bounds on ordered predicates, it is useful to compare it with other techniques from machine learning which attain similar ends symbolically. First, CRG shares with ID3 (9) and related techniques similar methods for the search and expansion of decision trees. These techniques, however, were not designed to generate rules satisfying label-compatibility between unary and binary predicates. CRG, on the other hand, is explicitly designed to develop rules for unique identification of classes with respect to their "structural" (linked unary and binary feature) representation. Fig. 1 ).
This does not imply that FOIL could not be run on our data--with every part and relation correspond to a very large set ofinstantiated literals. Rather, we argue that problems involving numerical and continuous data, as they typically occur in pattern recognition, can be solved more efficiently by the type of technique developed here.
The CRG method is an example of the general solution to complex pattern recognition problems involving the generation of rules, as bounded predicate Horn clauses, which are linked together in ways that determine "structure" uniquely enough to identify classes but enabling maximum generalization to tolerate maximum distortions. Both aims, uniqueness and generalization, are not explicitly guaranteed in other methods, such as neural networks (see reference (12) ) or decision trees. Further, in CRG, they explicitly constitute the equivalent of a "cost" function and a search technique has been developed to satisfy these constraints.
What we have not solved here, as yet, is the problem of using CRG to recognize classes Of objects in complex montages of other objects. This is the subject of current work. However, we should emphasize that the current system does function with partial class data--both in learning and run time modes.
Finally, CRG raises the question as to what constitutes a "structural description" of a set of patterns. For a set of patterns, CRG generates conditional classification rules which are general in the sense that they are as short as necessary and that they constrain feature bounds a little as necessary for discriminating different classes. For classes with complex and highly variable patterns, CRG may generate many rules which give a set of equivalent structural descriptions for the data. One can even introduce a notion of typicality through the number of paths that are covered by a branch in the conditional cluster tree. However, as can be particularly true with the complex patterns in Fig. 4 , this may not really be a meaningful definition of structure and a "structural description" may have to be defined as the minimum set of equivalent rules that CRG generates for patterns, particularly if generalization is necessary and the run time data are incomplete.
